CHILDREN’S EASY FICTION

THERE WAS AN OLD…….SERIES – P. Crumble
There was an old bloke who swallowed a chook.
There was an old lady who swallowed a thong.
There was an old lady who swallowed a meerkat.
There was an old bloke who swallowed a bunny!
There was an old lady who swallowed a mozzie.

HORACE THE BAKER’S HORSE – J. French
Horace is a very big horse with an even bigger heart.
Every day he pulls the baker’s cart and helps Old William, Big Bill and Young Billy take bread, buns and other doughy delights to all the people in the town. But when a terrible flu epidemic makes everyone sick, who is going to deliver the bread to hungry families?

THIS & THAT – M. Fox
The brilliant team that brought you the best-selling 'Where is the Green Sheep?' have a new story to tell. A story of THIS, and a story of THAT. An utterly delightful bedtime tale.

CHILDREN’S FICTION

GRANDPA’S GREAT ESCAPE – D. Walliams
Many years ago Grandpa was a World War II flying ace. But when he is sent to old folk’s home ‘Twilight Towers’ – run by sinister Matron Swine – it’s up to Grandpa and his grandson, Jack, to plot a daring escape. Little do they know, the wicked matron is on to them....

WEIRDO 5 Totally Weird! – A. Do
The camp challenge is on, and Weir’s team is up against Bella and the new kid, who has the coolest name ever...Hans Some! Yep, that’s really his name! Weir Do Vs Hans Some? It won’t be easy....but it will be funny!

ADULT FICTION

STATE OF SIEGE – T. Clancy.
Driven by greed, a group of UN peacekeeping soldiers becomes involved in activities on the wrong side of the law. When their tour of duty ends, the mayhem begins. The rogue soldiers – outfitted with stolen UN arms and ammunition – devise a shocking scheme to get the world’s attention....

IMMORAL – B. Freeman.
Lieutenant Jonathan Stride is suffering from an ugly case of ‘déjà vu’. For the second time in a year, a beautiful teenage girl has disappeared in Duluth, Minnesota. Gone without a trace, like a bitter gust off Lake Superior.

NON-FICTION

Over four hundred thousand Australians volunteered to serve in the armed forces during the First World War. By identifying over three hundred South Australians who served as airmen during the conflict, this book represents an invaluable resource that would otherwise take an enormous amount of effort to compile.

SO YOU THINK YOU KNOW HARRY POTTER – C. Gifford.
Put yourself to the test with this fabulous quiz book, crammed with over 1000 questions about the world’s favourite wizard.

AUSSIE DOG STORIES – P. Bugeja.
Dogs are our companions, friends, guides. They are brave lifesavers and miracle workers. Animals who instinctually do whatever is within their power to protect the human they are attached to, even at risk to their own doggy life.